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About MCVA
Mannahouse Christian Virtual Academy (MCVA) 

has gained the attention of a number of 

international student exchange agencies as a 

result of the school’s high standard of education 

and affordable tuition. MCVA welcomes 

international students from around the world 

because we value the educational benefits of 

diverse global perspectives and cultural 

understanding in our private Christian school 

community.

MCVA provides a high quality online Christian 

education, with the help of an experienced 

teacher to support your child’s learning as 

needed. Students can learn anytime, anywhere. 

All they need is a computer and a high- speed 

internet connection, and they are ready to go. 

The student login allows access to engaging 

video lessons taught by expert teachers, online 

assessments (grades 5-12), and progress 

tracking features, and more.

In addition to online classes, students enrolled in 

MCVA have the opportunity to participate in 

many of the extracurricular activities that 

students who attend school on campus can 

participate in. These activities would include: 

chapel services, field trips, off site reward 

parties, sports, high school Homecoming and 

Banquet activities, book fair, National Honor 

Society and special assemblies. 
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Application:

1. Create an online application account.

2. Select the application for your student’s grade and online campus, K-VIR through 

12VIR.

3. Fill out the application until you see green checkmarks along the left side menu. If 

you see a yellow exclamation mark, there is required information you are missing.

4. Review the application, submit and pay the application fee.
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Admissions & 
Enrollment

Enrollment: You’ll receive a note from us indicating you can proceed. This email will be sent to the 

email address you used to create the account. The email will contain directions on how to open a Family 

Portal account and complete the enrollment process.

1. Go to factsmgt.com > Parent Log In > FACTS Family Portal

2. Create New Family Portal Account

• District Code is CTY-OR

• Select a Username and Password (you can enter the same one from the Application, or create

a new one).

3. Select Apply/Enroll from the left side menu and follow links to Start Enrollment Packet.

4. Review and confirm your family’s information, select your FACTS tuition payment plan and sign your 

contract. Review, sign and submit the packet.

How to Apply: You can start our online process 

by going to www.mannahouseacademy.com.



Communication
Contact

Enrollment 
Process

6
MCVA Orientation -
Family and Student
By appointment only, required for all 

new MCVA families. 

MCVA Administrator

3 Contract and Financial Plan
Finalized

Contract and Financial
Patricia

Williams
Contract 
Manager

Stella Hackett
Accounting 

Clerk

Sheryl Belefski
International

1 Apply to MCVA
Enrollment Contact

Becky Faria 
Local/Missionary 

Families

5
Family/Student receive Login 
email Information to create their 
MCVA accounts 

MCVA Administrator

(edvance360.com/mannahouse)

4 Student Schedule is Created
MCVA Administrator

Student receives textbooks by 
mail 

MCVA Administrator

 Student enrolled into MCVA Admissions and event 
Coordinator2

Gabrielle White

Gabrielle White

Gabrielle White

Gabrielle White

Pavi Lorenzo
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TUITION 
AND 
FEES

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  K- 1 2 t h ADJUSTMENTS AND 

TRANSFERS 

If for any reason you find it 

necessary to withdraw your 

child(ren) from MCVA or 

transfer them into MCA, no 

school fees will be refunded. In 

addition, $700 in material fees 

will not be refunded and no 

refunds will be given for any 

month in which the child has 

attended MCVA.

 A Withdrawal Form must be 

completed before contract 

changes will be made. Any 

remaining balance of unused 

tuition can be transferred from 

MCVA to MCA. These changes 

will require a 30 day notice. 

The effective billing date of the 

change will take effect on the 

next billing cycle of the 

selected monthly plan following 

the 30 day notice. Please note 

that transfer requests must be 

approved by administration 

and are not guaranteed.

* Additional Fees may apply.

TUITION $4990

On campus

Class(Local)
$600

Curriculum Fee $600

Textbooks

(Hardcopy)

Optional - Fees will

vary upon grade

Student

Support Fee
$500

Enrollment fee $300
Study Abroad USA

Program (SAP)

(Optional)

Contact International

Coordinator

AP Test (Optional)

(fee applies per course)
$95

Senior

Graduation Fee
$100

AP Virtual Course

(Optional)

(fee applies per course)

$900

Tuition

Management fee
$100

HS Activity Fee

(Local students)
$200

AP On campus

Course (Optional-

Local Only)

(fee applies per course)

$600

Tutor Fees Vary

Book Fees
Fees vary according to

country and book count
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COMMUNICATIONS
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Students will be expected to 
communicate with their 

teachers upon request for 
each course/grade via email, 
live chat, phone call, or an in 

person appointment. 
Younger students will need 
assistance uploading their 

assignments.

EXPECTATIONS
MCVA administrator will 

enroll, schedule, and instruct 
student courses, schedules 

and college options. 
Teachers will weekly update 

grades. Registrar will 
communicate semester  and 

annual reports.

MECHANICS

MCVA administrator will 
administer all daily, weekly, 

monthly, and annual 
operations including but not 

limited too : textbooks, 
content and technology 

support, courses, events, 
transcripts, and more. 

Registrar will communicate 
semester and annual reports.

OPERATIONS

MCVA administrator will 
connect with students and 
families by appointment to 
walk through the following 
MCVA logistics : student 
expectations, family and 

student mechanics, 
daily/weekly course 

operations, textbook items, 
and oncampus course 

checkin process. 

ORIENTATION



MCVA is accredited by the non- profited organization Cognia. We offer rigorous college preparatory courses along with 

enrichment opportunities such as: National Honor Society(Local), Wellness ( health, personal fitness and physical education), 

and Foreign Languages( Spanish 1,2,3, and French 1,2). Local students also are able to participate in chapel services, Bible study 

groups and school events.

Our highly trained MCVA educators 
primary responsibility for student 

instruction within an online course is 
to provide academic support and 

grading accountability. The 
educators also partner with students 
and families through optional zoom 
calls to enhance the learning virtual 

platform.

Virtual AP Courses included: AP World 
History A and B, AP Government and Politics, 

AP Psychology, AP Art History A and
B, Spanish 3 A and B, AP Spanish A and B, AP 

English Language & Comp A & B), AP 
Literature and Comp A & B,

AP Microeconomics, AP Macroeconomics, AP 
Biology A and B, AP Environmental Science A 

and B
( Additional Fees will apply). 

Students enrolled at Mannahouse 
Christian Virtual Academy(MCVA) 

progress toward graduation by working 
at their own pace. However, students 
must earn 6-7 credits per high school 
year to remain on a 4-year graduation 

plan of completing a minimum of 24 
credits that include required academic 

core classes.

Te a c h e r  S u p p o r t  A d v a n c e d  P l a c e m e n t  

( A P )  C o u r s e s

M a n n a h o u s e  C h r i s t i a n  

A c a d e m y  D i p l o m a

International Students 
Program
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What's Included in the Program?

 MCVA uses digital resources in a 

variety of ways to support teaching 

and learning. Through Electronic 

learning games, real-time feedback 

on student performance, login 

connection, troubleshooting virtual 

videos, and much more, students are 

supported in their virtual learning.

An online tutor works with students 

in a virtual environment and is 

available for homework help on an 

as-needed basis or provides regular 

tutoring sessions depending on your 

student academic needs ( tutoring 

services are discussed upon 

enrollment with the international 

coordinator ( Additional Fees will 

apply). 

Te c h n o l o g y E n g l i s h  Tu t o r



MCVA Elementary- 

K-5th Grade 
Curriculum Overview

INSIGHT:

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTARY (K-5TH GRADES) ACADEMY BENEFITS:

 • End of the Year Awards Ceremony/ Graduation (Kindergarten) 

 • School photos, ID cards (separate fees may apply)

 • Standardized Testing

For our elementary students core subjects will include Bible, Math, Reading/Literature, Science, History/Heritage, & 

Writing/ Grammar through the use of videos and teacher support. Students will also receive supplemental paper 

based materials - to support subject specific learning objectives. Local MCVA students can also participate in MCA 

“on campus” elective courses like: Music, Computer Technology, and PE.

K K5 Virtual Academy teaches kindergartners to apply their natural curiosity and start to develop a

 broad base of interests and gives them the basic tools they need to explore the world around them. 

  Focused Subjects: 

- Focus on Fives starts children on a path for developing learning the skills they will need for first grade. Students receive 

basic age-appropriate introductions to science, social studies, handwriting, phonics, and reading. Fun and exciting 

learning activities help young students build a foundation in phonemic awareness, reading strategies, listening, and 

speaking. Worldview shaping begins early with the four key themes addressed throughout the course. 

-K5 Math uses an easy, stress-free approach to math. This method builds a foundation of math concepts without pressure 

for mastery. Manipulatives are used to develop number sense and to introduce time, money skills, and fractions.

-K5 Bible Truths begins with lessons that emphasize the importance of God's Word and Creation, followed with a series of 

lessons that focus on Bible characters ranging from Abraham to the apostle Paul. Character stories and discussions are 

designed to help children understand who God is and the importance of living His way.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 2 hours a day 

1st
In Grade 1, students will strengthen his or her phonics and reading comprehension skills, learn

about early American history, start building a foundation of science knowledge, add, subtract,

study spelling patterns, improve handwriting, and more. 

  Focused Subjects: 

- Heritage Studies 1 introduces your child to fundamental concepts related to geography, economics, and culture, within the 

context of American  history from pre-Columbus days through the time of the Pilgrims in 1682 (1 Semester).

- Phonics and Reading 1 presents exciting theme lessons that combine phonics, reading, listening, comprehension, 

creative writing, and grammar. Reading 1 incorporates phonics, English skills, service words, and word families.

The course also includes PreCursive handwriting to teach age-appropriate writing skills.

- Spelling 1 focuses on application through studying generalizations (word families), and using spelling as a tool for

 communication. Enjoyable guided activities help students learn word structure and dictionary skills.

- Math 1 uses manipulatives and real-life experiences to teach place value, addition, subtraction, geometry, 

time, money, measurements, and fractions–all with engaging themes and characters. Writing equations, 

reading graphs, and other concepts are introduced as part of problem-solving skills.

- Science 1, students will start on the path of scientific inquiry with an introduction to the senses, the outdoors, and 

health and safety. Science process skills are introduced through participation in hands-on activities and projects.(1 Semester).

- Bible 1, using the Worktext A Father's Care, introduces Bible truths through familiar Bible characters who are 

presented chronologically in a study of the Old and New Testaments. Dramatic segments, application stories that reveal 

God's character, various hands-on activities, and visuals reinforce the child's learning experience.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 45 min. per course.
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7

2nd
In Grade 2, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

-Bible 2, using the Worktext A Servant's Heart, encourages students through a chronological study of the Old

 and New Testaments to live the Bible as well as know the Bible. 

-English 2 helps your student to understand the purpose of learning grammar. Introduces writing

skills through appropriate writing activities, starting with the writing process before developing 

sentence and paragraph writing skills.

- Spelling 2 reinforces reliable spelling patterns and introduces common structural generalizations. Weekly journal

 entries provide a systematic composition experience. Students also learn fundamental dictionary skills and study 

Bible words.

- Reading 2 provides phonics instruction for review and multi-level discussion questions to promote critical 

 thinking. The reading selections provide a progression of difficulty in readability. Instruction is provided in phonics, oral

 reading, literary techniques, and comprehension. The selections are sequenced logically for readability and skill 

progression to help all students succeed.

- Math 2 uses manipulatives and real-life experiences to build number relationships. Daily lessons include 

two-step word problems, probability, and concepts such as place value, money, measurements, and multiplication.

-Science 2 helps the student to learn to think scientifically. Mrs. Overly will demonstrate and explain science

 concepts, and the student will have the opportunity to take part in activities that reinforce the ideas that he is

 learning. These hands-on activities will help the student become an active learner and retain what he learns.

 Among the topics that will be discussed this year are how plants grow, what fossils show us, how light works,

 how matter changes, and how the body works (1 Semester). 

- Heritage Studies 2 continues the narrative of the founding of the United States—from Jamestown through the

 War for Independence—while explaining colonial farming, education, traditions, and expansion(1 Semester).

- Handwriting 2 (Optional Online Elective) reviews PreCursive letters, then transitions to cursive writing by 

 adding a cursive stroke to the letters.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 45 min. per course.

3rd
In Grade 3, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

-Bible 3, using the Worktext Following Christ, presents a chronological and thematic study of the Old and

 New Testaments that teaches students to live the Bible as well as know the Bible. Heroes like John Wesley 

 and Augustine are presented in dramatic segments. The curriculum stresses higher-level thinking skills while

 encouraging Christlikeness in the lives of students. Application stories teach about choosing friends, being

 a Christian example, and trusting God. 

- English 3 teaches grammar and writing skills and also provides instruction in study skills, diagramming, 

 reference, and listening and speaking skills.

- Reading 3 (3rd ed.) builds on comprehension and critical thinking while expanding literary skills through group 

 activities and discussion. Students are exposed to age appropriate selections from a variety of genres with 

 a progression of difficulty that promotes success for all achievement levels.

-Math 3 (3rd edition) presents an interactive inductive approach using manipulatives to review place value, 

 multiplication, and division, and to introduce common fractions, decimal fractions, graphs, and other concepts.

 It also provides the student with a variety of activities in estimating and practical problem-solving.

-Spelling 3 focuses on spelling generalizations, word meanings, proofreading techniques, dictionary skills, 

 and writing activities. Most spelling lists focus on specific vowel sounds and provide hints (clues!) for 

 remembering which letters spell those sounds. Other lists introduce generalizations for how to add suffixes, 

 make contractions, or divide words into syllables.

- Heritage Studies 3 integrates Bible, citizenship, culture, economics, geography, government, and history. 

 Beginning with Creation and God’s plan for ruling and filling the earth, this course surveys United States 

 history from the time of the early explorers and Native Americans up to the end of the Civil War(1 Semester). 

- Science 3 presents God as the Author of order, examining animal classification, our solar system, skin,

 and many other topics(1 Semester).

- Handwriting 3  (Optional Online Elective)  provides practice and motivation for continued excellence

  in handwriting. Students learn details about punctuation, margins, and spacing.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 45 min. per course.
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4th
In Grade 4, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 4, using the Worktext God and His People, encourages the habit of daily Bible reading and application

 of biblical knowledge to daily living. Mrs. Schaffner stresses higher-level thinking skills while encouraging 

 Christlikeness in students. Students follow Amy Carmichael through her missionary endeavors in India. 

 Lessons also include Bible study skills, hymn stories, and church history figures.

- Heritage Studies 4 takes your student through American history starting with the Civil War and ending 

 with World War II. Then your student will explore six regions of the United States, learning about the 

 geography, culture, climate, and economics of each (1 Semester).

- English 4 fosters an appreciation of language as a gift of God through developing the correct use of English 

 grammar in written and oral communication. Students use the writing process for different types of compositions

 with the goal of encouraging clear and effective writing.

-Spelling 4 features difficult spelling patterns such as the schwa sound. Word histories, Bible word studies,

 and more advanced dictionary skills are emphasized. Thirty-two weekly spelling lists introduce children to a 

 variety of syllable patterns, suffixes, and prefixes.

-  Reading 4 I Met You in a Story emphasizes higher-level thinking skills while teaching biblical principles and

 discernment for daily living. Lessons build research and literary skills needed for lifelong learning.

- Math 4 (3rd edition) uses manipulatives to build on the mathematical foundations of multiplication, division,

 and place value, and to develop the student’s understanding of geometry, fractions, decimals, and measurements. Students

 read and interpret a variety of charts and graphs. The practical use of the Problem-Solving Plan 

 is emphasized as well as the memorization of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts.

- Science 4 covers topics through a Christian worldview while encouraging Christian growth by teaching 

 your student how science can be used to show the love of Christ to others. Demonstrations and fun activities 

 promote scientific literacy within the context of a biblical worldview. Through study of the earth, forces and energy,

 the moon and oceans, and the human body, your student will develop an appreciation for God’s creation ( 1 Semester)!

- Handwriting 4 (Optional Online Elective) emphasizes refining of handwriting skills while using journals, 

 paragraphs, outlines, and hymns for handwriting practice. The curriculum encourages correct letter formation 

 while students learn to use ink pens properly.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 45 min. per course.

5th
In Grade 5, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 5, using the Worktext Living in God's Love, presents a chronological, thematic study of many Old 

and New Testament events. It teaches biblical truths by studying biblical accounts, memorizing

Scripture with understanding, singing hymns, and employing Bible study skills. Students use cross 

references, a concordance, and a Bible dictionary.

- Heritage Studies 5 is a complete American history course that explores events in their historical order. 

As a result, students should be able to see a progression through and connections between events.

Topics are presented from a biblical perspective and include a balanced overview of American history, 

geography, citizenship, economics, and culture (1 Semester).

- English 5 continues the grammatical study of sentences, parts of speech, and reference skills. Students

 learn to use the writing process for essays, business letters, diamantes, and more.

- Spelling 5 consists of 32 weekly lists, each containing 20 new pattern words and 5 review words. Instruction 

 focuses on spelling generalizations, word meanings, proofreading techniques, dictionary skills, and writing

 activities. 

- Reading 5 Pages in My Head strengthens a student's reading, higher-level thinking skills, and critical 

 reasoning skills. Character-building stories teach biblical principles. An emphasis on vocabulary 

 development and reading strategies enhances students' independent reading.

- Math 5, a manipulative-based, instructional approach builds on the foundations of multiplication, division,

 and place value and will further develop students' understanding of geometry, fractions, decimals, ratios,

 and measurements. Students will also read and interpret a variety of graphs and charts and develop 

 pre-algebra concepts. Practical use of the Problem-Solving Plan is emphasized as well as mental math

 computation and memorization.

- Science 5 covers minerals, fossils, matter, light, weather, ecosystems, and the human body through a 

 biblical perspective, identifying the unique way that God created man( 1 Semester). 

- Handwriting 5 (Optional Online Elective) contains a variety of activities centered on the theme "Writing 

 Around the World." Students gain practical writing experience in each lesson as they review letter formation.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 45 min. per course.
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INSIGHT: MCVA Middle/High School- 
6TH - 8TH GRADES For our middle school students core subjects would include: Bible, Math, Literature, 

Science, History, & Writing/Grammar. Students might also receive supplemental paper based materials - to 

support subject specific learning objectives. The additional MCA “on campus” elective courses offered are: 

Art, Computer Technology, PE, Worship Arts, Court Sports, and Teachers Assistant. 

9TH - 12TH GRADES High school classes include the graduation requirements for the State of Oregon. 

Additional MCA “on site” elective courses offered are: Foreign Language, Technology, Community Service, 

Visual Arts, Teaching or Office Aid, Worship Arts, Bible, PE, Weight Training, and a variety of AP courses. 

Mannahouse Christian Virtual Academy elective courses includes but are not limited to the following: French 

1, French 2, Spanish 1, Spanish 2, and Spanish 3, Bible. For additional elective and AP courses options, 

please refer to the PEAK catalog (course fees apply).

ADDITIONAL SECONDARY (6TH-12TH GRADES) ACADEMY 

BENEFITS:

 • Transcript service

 • AP testing

 • Attend school events, field trips, and outings (Local)

 • Weekly Chapel (Local)

 • Access to on-campus classes during school hours including AP

 and Honors courses; science with labs; upper level math; fine arts; 

 design, computer and technology; and modern languages (Local)

 • Assistance with college entrance, access to 1:1 college counseling

 • Graduation ceremony for all qualifying 8th graders and seniors 

 • MCVA also offers the benefit of an accredited high school diploma, 

 authorized by the Oregon Department of Education, often an admissions 

 requirement for most colleges and universities

• School photos, yearbook, and ID cards (separate fees may apply) (Local)

6th-12th Grade
Curriculum Overview
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6th
In Grade 6, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 6, using the Worktext Redemption–God's Grand Design, teaches students about God and His plan to provide a Savior

 for fallen mankind. Students learn that God has always fulfilled His promises and will continue to do so in the future. 

The class emphasizes applying scriptural truth to everyday living. Students learn to use cross references, concordances,

 Bible dictionaries, and Bible commentaries.

- Heritage Studies 6 presents the lands, people, and cultures of ancient civilizations, including ancient

 Egypt, Israel, China, Greece, Africa, the Mayas, the Roman world, and the Middle Ages.

 "Then and Now" maps contrast ancient civilizations with the modern world (1 Semester). 

- English 6 continues the grammatical study of sentences and parts of speech and also provides

 practice in reference skills. Activities include writing narratives, editorials, and more. 

- Spelling 6 includes instruction about spelling patterns and rules, word meaning, proofreading, 

 dictionary skills, and writing. There are thirty-two weekly spelling lists each containing twenty-five 

 words. Special spelling lists include compound words, homophones, homographs, and 

 easily-confused words. A majority of the course focuses on derivational suffixes, etymologies, 

 and Greek and Latin word parts.

- Reading 6 As Full as the World contains classic literature and character-building stories that illustrate 

 biblical principles. Students develop critical thinking skills and learn to read with understanding and 

 discernment. This subject acts as a bridge to the traditional literature courses that begin in junior high 

 and includes literary elements that introduce students to various classic authors.

-Math 6 develops further understanding of multiplication and division of fractions, proportions, percents, 

 and statistics. The course continues to emphasize problem-solving and estimation skills. An optional

 pre-algebra chapter introduces multiplication and division of integers using manipulatives.

- Science 6 covers earth science, physical science, and biology. Classification, cell structures, and 

 systems of plants, animals, and people help students understand living things from a different 

 perspective. This course encourages students not only to learn about science but also to be a part

 of the scientific discovery process (1 Semester).

- Handwriting 6 ( Optional Online Elective) provides handwriting experiences to encourage legible, 

 attractive written communication in all walks of life. To provide fresh motivation and interest in good

 handwriting habits, this course introduces calligraphy (Chancery cursive).

7th

MIDDLE SCHOOL

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.

In Grade 7, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible Truths A: Learning from the Life of Christ covers our Lord's earthly life and ministry. Your student will be

 inspired by the example of Christ's own life experiences and the way He dealt with both friends and enemies. 

 In addition, many other valuable lessons will be drawn from Christ's sermons, miracles, and parables.

- World Studies provides a fresh look at the civilizations of the world through the lens of a Christian worldview. 

 It begins with a brief review of history from Creation to the coming of Christ and progresses in a chronological

 journey around the world, studying the ebb and flow of empires, cultures, Christianity, and world religions,

 concluding with an examination of the trends of the emerging 21st century (1 Semester).

- English 7:Literature(4th ed.) offers a diverse compilation of stories, poems, and essays from a variety 

 of authors, genres, and time periods. These selections are grouped by theme to develop critical thinking 

 skills and to increase understanding in applying a biblical perspective to each theme and work of literature.

- English 7: Writing & Grammar, focuses on the eight parts of speech. It includes an emphasis on correct 

 grammatical usage. Students also review reference material such as spelling hints, dictionary usage,

 library usage, study skills, and composition skills (1 Semester).

- Fundamentals of Math examines the basic principles of mathematics. This course will develop strong arithmetic 

 skills as  well as problem-solving and reasoning skills. This course presents mathematics as a means to study and more  

 fully appreciate the orderliness of God in His creation. Calculators should be used only when the teacher has indicated 

 their use is appropriate.  When a calculator is needed, a scientific calculator is recommended.  There is no need for a  

 graphing calculator for this course. 

- Life Science is a survey course that provides a foundation for high school studies in biology. The course

 introduces students to God's organic creations and teaches them to examine the theories of creation and 

 biological evolution in relationship to the Word of God. Students develop a biblical understanding of man's 

 stewardship of the earth and also study the human body and its basic structure and function.  
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8th
In Grade 8, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible Truths B: Portraits from the Old Testament begins with Creation and explores the times and people before the Flood.

 The study continues with the life of Moses and the events leading to the claiming of the Promised Land. The ancient

 Jewish kingdoms are presented, culminating with their downfall and eventual captivity.

- American Republic presents the chronological development of the United States from a Christian perspective. The principles

 of our heritage are underscored by appropriate applications and activities. This course encourages the student to evaluate 

 the events of American history over the last two centuries by examining the core values of American culture from a biblical 

 worldview.

- English 8: Literature (3rd ed.) provides a rich collection of literature selections in order to increase appreciation for

 and understanding of literary techniques. The literature is divided into six themes to encourage critical thinking skills 

 and analysis of literature from a Christian worldview (1 Semester).

- English 8: Writing & Grammar, reviews the parts of speech and sentence patterns while giving special attention to the usage 

 of correct grammatical elements. It includes chapters on capitalization, punctuation, spelling hints, and composition

 skills. This course also reviews library skills and study skills (1 Semester).

- Pre-Algebra (2nd edition) eases the transition from arithmetic to algebra. Students explore relations and functions using

 equations, tables, and graphs while chapters on statistics and geometry extend foundational concepts in preparation for high

 school courses. Problem solving and real-life uses of math are featured in each chapter. Dominion through Math exercises 

regularly illustrate how mathematics can be used to manage God's creation to His glory. When a calculator is needed, a

 scientific calculator is recommended.  There is no need for a graphing calculator for this course. 

- Earth Science is designed to give an overview of our universe, starting with the earth’s structure, earth’s water resources

 and the atmosphere, then moving on to discuss our solar system and the galaxy. Throughout the course, we 

 emphasize that creation is good science and that what we observe in nature supports biblical Creation.

MIDDLE SCHOOL

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.
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   (spelling and literature count as half of a core-curriculum grade). 

   space available at MCA. 

    the option to select their courses that align with their cognitive abilities or course sequence.

Yearly Class/Course Advancement 

Eighth grade progression is implemented when there are four or more (4) semester courses passed of core 

curriculum: Bible, math (Algebra 1 or higher), history, science, English, literature/reading and spelling

Those students unable to complete the year’s work will be evaluated for advancement on a case-by-case 

basis. 

Advancement to 10th, 11th, and 12th grades is made on the basis of successful completion of credits/courses.

The student will have to have completed a minimum of 4 credits to be considered a sophomore, a minimum 

of 10 credits for a junior, and a minimum of 16 credits for senior, with 24 credits its required for graduation.

Once transcripts are received, student course schedule will be dictated by grade level course completion. If a 

student has completed courses within their grade level courses recommended by Oregon Department of 

Education, they will be assigned the lateral progressive courses within the subject series.

Students may transfer from MCVA to MCA at the end of a semester (Tuition cost and fees will be adjusted 

based on the time of the transfer within the school year). Course transfers will be matched given there is

The grade level courses that are listed below are suggested courses for that grade level. Students do have 

MCVA High School

9th
In Grade 9, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 9 ( Three subdivided courses, 1.0 Credit) Publish Great Things presents the history of missions, 

 emphasizes the involvement of laypersons, and addresses principles and procedures of missions. 

 That I May Know Him presents basic Christian living skills by focusing on the example of Jesus as 

 portrayed in the Gospel of Mark. Why the Bible Matters explains the Bible's design and function; how

 the Bible relates to science, history, and literature; and why the Bible is vital in making decisions.

- Cultural Geography  provides a complete survey of geographic principles and regions, giving

 a geographic approach to key historic events. The course includes all eight cultural regions and

 their influences on lifestyles, the arts, culture, and religion.

-Writing & Grammar 9 emphasizes grammar skills, beginning with sentence patterns and going on to the

 eight parts of speech, phrases, and clauses (1 Semester, 0.5 Credit)

-Fundamentals of Literature teaches the process of literary analysis and discuss six literary elements:

 conflict, character, theme, point of view, structure, and tone. Students will analyze and evaluate authors,

 works, and themes in light of Scripture. Also included is an English translation of Rostand's drama 

 Cyrano de Bergerac (1 Semester, 0.5 Credit).

- Algebra 1 Algebra 1 focuses on the use of algebraic concepts in technology and real-life applications,

 presenting the topics in logical order with detailed examples that promote student comprehension 

 and retention. Student will explore the simplification, solving, graphing, and interpretation of linear,

 exponential, radical, quadratic, and rational function both manually and with technology.

- Physical Science encourages students to see matter and energy as part of God's creation. Students 

 first study elementary physics, and then they focus on elementary chemistry. 

FRESHMAN

Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.
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89th

10th
SOPHOMORE

In Grade 10, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 10 ( Three subdivided courses, 1.0 Credit) Personal Evangelism gives a biblical foundation and practical methods for 

 personal evangelism and discipleship. Martyrdom: Final Triumph of Faith challenges  teenagers to live God-centered lives and 

 equips them to see the triumphal purpose of suffering. Walking  by the Spirit surveys the person and work of the Holy Spirit 

 in the Old and New Testaments, focusing on the Spirit's role in salvation and sanctification.

- World History teaches brief, concise, easy-to-follow lessons that survey world history from Creation  and ancient civilizations to the

 modern day world. The engaging video lessons feature dynamic teaching aimed at the homeschool student and integrated with 

 useful graphical information to emphasize the major points presented. Survey the histories of Greek and Roman civilizations, 

 India, Asia, Africa, then continue on with coverage of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and the Reformation. Challenge 

 your students to discover the forces, issues, people, and movements that God used to shape our

 modern world.

-English 10: Writing & Grammar 10 continues to develop the student's grammar skills, emphasizing parts of speech, sentence 

 patterns, phrases, clauses, and correct usage of verbs, pronouns, and modifiers(1 Semester, 0.5 Credit).

-English 10: Elements of Literature,  students will learn the elements of literature—imaginative comparisons, devices of sound, 

 allusion, symbol, and irony—by studying primarily American  and British authors. Your student will also study five genres of 

 literature: biography, fiction, lyric poetry, drama, and the personal essay. He will learn to define several elements of literature;

 identify examples of each within various literary works; and explain the significance of each element in relation to the content, 

 theme, and message while also analyzing the author's worldview (1 Semester, 0.5 Credit).

- Geometry presents a balanced approach to the teaching of the subject. While some Geometry textbooks and

 courses focus on either the theory of geometry or its computational aspects, this course combines both, along with lessons on 

 constructions. There is a strong emphasis on understanding the concepts of geometry, because if a student understands 

 the concepts, he will find it far easier to apply them both in future assignments and in the world around him.  There is no need

 for a graphing calculator for this course. 

-Biology is to teach scientific content and method and the biblical principles necessary to interpret and apply this knowledge

 in a God-honoring way. Current issues such as abortion, stem cell research, and biotechnology will also be discussed. 

Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.

JUNIOR

11th  Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.

JUNIOR

In Grade 11, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 11 ( Three subdivided courses, 1.0 Credit) Beyond the Sun presents an expositional view of Ecclesiastes, revealing God's 

 perspective on the meaning of life in a fallen world. The Way of the Word teaches methods of Bible study, including principles of

 interpretation and application. It includes exercises that study a passage according to genre and context and that apply Scripture to

 contemporary situations. What Is Truth? contrasts the Christian worldview with the basic tenets of Hinduism, Buddhism, secular 

 humanism, and postmodernism.

- Algebra 2  is designed to motivate and challenge your student to extend his understanding of graphing relations and functions and

 of solving equations and inequalities. Real world applications combined with problem-solving techniques result in dynamic 

 opportunities for student success. Further study of logarithms, trigonometry, sequences and series, and probability and statistics

 will also allow for breadth of understanding and preparation for the course of study that God has planned for him in the future. 

- English 11: Literature, students focus on four major literary periods: early American, Romantic, Realistic, and Modern. Students 

 develop an appreciation of American literature by seeing its fundamental elements illustrated in specific works. The course builds 

 on instruction from previous years to demonstrate the development of literature (1 Semester, 0.5 credit).

- English 11: Writing & Grammar 11, reviews the writing process: planning, drafting, revising, and publishing. It includes a systematic

 review of grammatical and mechanical skills. Students create portfolios that include twelve distinct writing assignments and also 

 participate in specific aspects of publishing (1 Semester, 0.5 credit).

- Chemistry focuses on both theoretical chemistry and descriptive chemistry, with an emphasis on theory. Students study atomic 

 theory, kinetics,  thermodynamics, and stoichiometric relationships. They also develop laboratory skills by using basic equipment

 in experimental procedures requiring minimal on-site facilities. 

- U.S. History takes the student on a journey beginning with European contact with American Indians and ending with the

 inauguration of Donald Trump. Along the journey, the course highlights major historical events that have shaped American history, 

 inviting students to discuss the ramifications of these events on society today.

- Physics is highly mathematical and analytical, but topics are also presented conceptually through observation of physical

 phenomena. Students learn through observing demonstrations, through performing laboratory activities, and through self-directed 

 applications. The course fosters an appreciation for the way God reveals His nature through physics.
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SENIOR

12th
In Grade 12, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning courses:

- Bible 12 ( Three subdivided courses, 1.0 Credit) God and His Ways presents the five key aspects of systematic theology--

 God, man, Christ, salvation, and the church--in the context of everyday living. How Firm a Foundation introduces the student to

 how we got our Bible, how we know which books belong in the Bible, and how the Bible was transmitted and translated. It 

 focuses on inspiration, canonicity, and authority. In God's Presence presents the principles of music as they relate to God's

 holiness. It uses a study of Chronicles to illustrate the nature of music and to show how Scripture guides musical choices.

- Economics Economics introduces and explores key principles of economics from household purchases to the stock market. 

 Each chapter includes personal finance sections that explain important economic principles and provide practical information

 about budgeting, banking, debt, credit and interest. Students will also learn about issues related to national economic systems and 

 policies (1 Semester, 0.5 Credit).

- American Government covers general information about government and topics such as the importance of our constitution 

 and the concept of federalism, which is vital to the structure of our government. American Government also goes over the three 

 branches of the US government and explains party politics and elections. (1 Semester, 0.5 Credit).

- English 12: Writing & Grammar 12, reviews the writing process as well as grammar 

 and mechanics (1 Semester, 0.5 Credit).

- English 12: British Literature, students focus on four major literary periods: the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the Age of

 Revolution, and the Age of Reform. Students read a variety of authors, focusing on their influence on society and society's 

 influence on the authors. The course builds on instruction from previous years to demonstrate the development of literature.

- Pre-calculus presents a balanced study of the foundations of calculus and practical real-world applications. Students 

 will review key families of functions before studying trigonometry and its applications. The study of matrices, analytic

 geometry, sequences and series complete the foundation for higher math courses. Concluding chapters introduce descriptive 

 and inferential statistics and differential and integral calculus. The student will need a graphing calculator. A calculator from 

 the TI-83/84 family, such as the TI-84 Plus, is highly recommended.

-Physics is highly mathematical and analytical, but topics are also presented conceptually through observation of physical 

 phenomena. Students learn through observing demonstrations, through performing laboratory activities, and through self-directed

 applications. The course fosters an appreciation for the way God reveals His nature through physics.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.

 Daily Instruction and Assignment Time Averages 60 min. per course.Applied 
Arts

In Grades 9th-12th, students will have access to all the following Virtual Learning Applied Arts courses:

- French 1 presents the basics of the French language as spoken in Europe. Students develop basic reading and 

 conversational abilities, learning to understand and practically apply the facts rather than simply memorizing them. The

 instructor presents material primarily in English, using songs, Bible verses, readings on culture, and video supplements.

- French 2 strengthens students' comprehension of the spoken and written language. Students expand their vocabulary and 

 improve their reading skills through oral and reading comprehension exercises based on excerpts from great French literary

 works. Students learn about the many French-speaking lands around the world. The instructor presents material in both 

 English and French (prerequisite- passing grade from French 1).

- Spanish 1, the students will learn the basics of reading and speaking Spanish—greetings, verb conjugations, basic vocabulary, 

 pronunciation, and grammatical structures—as used in Latin America. He will also study cultural/historical highlights and get

 a glimpse of the Spanish-speaking world as a mission field.

- Spanish 2 builds on the foundation of Spanish 1. Your student will learn to communicate in everyday situations and 

 also learn key grammatical principles and Scripture passages that prepare him to share the gospel (prerequisite- passing 

 grade from Spanish 1).

- Spanish 3 develops students’ mastery of vocabulary, oral communication skills, and grammatical structure with a special focus

 on verb forms. The text features true stories and letters from missionaries in Spanish-speaking countries. The Spanish 

 educational materials teaches the Spanish language as well as the culture (prerequisite- passing grade from Spanish 2).
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Onsite 
&

Virtual

Elective Courses and AP 
Courses

Elective Courses

Onsite:  Music, Art, Computer Technology, and PE.

On campus electives are offered to all local families. 
Each local student is permitted one elective course per
academic year ( $500 K-8th, $6009th-12th).AP Courses
are offered to high school students ($600 per Onsite 
AP course, $900 per Virtual AP course selected- AP test fee 
not included).

Elementary Elective Courses

Middle School Elective Courses

Onsite: Art, Computer Technology, PE, Worship Arts, 
Court Sports, Japanese,  and Teachers Assistant. 

High School Applied Arts, Elective, and AP Courses 
(3 Applied Arts Courses, 4 Elective Courses, 2 Bible courses, P.E. and a Health required for graduation)

On campus Electives/Applied Arts 
($600 each course): 
 Teaching or O�ce Aid
 Biblical World View
  Story of the Old Testament
 The Life of Christ
 Visual Arts 1,2
  PE
 Weight Training
 Worship Arts

On campus AP( alternate years)
($600 each course): 
 AP Biology
 AP Physics 1
 AP Chemistry

Virtual Electives/ Applied Arts: 
 Spanish 1, 2, 3
 French 1, 2
 Bible : Martyrdom: The Final Triumph of Faith
 Bible : Personal Evangelism and Discipleship
 Bible : Walking by the Spirit
 Bible : Beyond the Sun
 Bible : The Way of the Word
 Bible : What Is Truth?
 Bible : God and His Ways
 Bible : How Firm a Foundation!
 Bible : In God's Presence

Virtual AP($900 each course): : 
 AP World History A and B
 AP Government and Politics
 AP Psychology
 AP Art History A and B
 Spanish 3 A and B
 AP Spanish A and B
 AP English Language & Comp A & B)
 AP Literature and Comp A & B 
 AP Microeconomics
 AP Macroeconomics
 AP Biology A and B
 AP Environmental Science A and B
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GRADES 
AND 

ASSIGNMENTS

Grade Policies 
-All assignments must be completed with acceptable quality and 

handed in on time. 

-Assignments and due dates are assigned according to the Faculty 

assigned to the course.

-Automated scores for tests and quizzes in grades 5th-12th grade 

are revised and adjusted by the course teacher.

-All submitted assignments will be graded by the course teacher 

within the semester the assignment was submitted for grading. 

-Assignments turned in late are graded according to our Late 

Assignment Policy.

-Students must take responsibility to complete assignments 

missed because of absences. 

-Students attending any portion of the school day are responsible 

to turn in assignments for all classes due that day.

Dropping a Class 

• The end of the second week of the first and second semester is the 

deadline for dropping a class. 

• Withdrawal from a class after this time will result in a failure for the 

semester.

Grade Reports 

• Report cards will be made available 

to you through RenWeb. 

https://factsmgt.com/ 

• We at MCVA encourage regular 

communication about your student. 

Parents have been provided direct 

access to their student’s information 

through their RenWeb account. 

• All progress reports will be made 

available to you through RenWeb at 

the end of each grading Semester.

Two semesters per academic year. 

Each semester is equivalent to 80 

academic days of instruction time with 

160 days worth of content for entirety 

of the year (Days are subjective to 

course requirements).  
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  MCVA Diploma Graduation Expectations

Students enrolled at Mannahouse Christian Virtual Academy(MCVA) 

progress toward graduation by working at their own pace. However, 

students must earn 6-7 credits per high school year to remain on a 4-

year graduation plan of completing a minimum of 24 credits that include 

required academic core classes. 

By the fall of each high school academic year, students are required to 

have passed with a 60% or higher with the following the number of 

credits: Seniors 17 credits, Juniors 10 credits, Sophomores 6-7 credits, 

Freshman Completed a minimum of five core classes.

BIBLE
2

Credits

HEALTH
1

Credit

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

1
Credit

ENGLISH
4

Credits MATH
3

Credits

APPLIED 
ARTS

3
Credits

SCIENCE
3

Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

3
Credits

In addition to subject related credits, one of the graduation requirements 

at MCVA is that students must plan, complete, and verify 40 hours of 

volunteer community service before they graduate as a senior. MCVA 

feels that students volunteering to help in their community benefit not 

only themselves but also the Lord and those in need. Students’ learning 

experiences are enhanced and expanded through the acts of being like 

Christ. At the same time, people and causes in the community are 

benefited.

The total number of 

high school credits 

needed based on 

subject area are listed 

beside each subject 

area (See Diagram). 

Each class is 2 

semesters long and are 

worth 1⁄2 credit per 

semester).

ELECTIVES
4

Credits

(Algebra 1 or higher)
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MCVA Virtual Platforms
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Edvance360.com/mannahouse

USED FOR:

Teaching Videos 
Instruction, Daily 
Assignment 
Instruction, 
Quizzes, and 
Assessments.

PEAK

USED FOR:

High school students 
interested in optional 
AP courses use the 
PEAK website to 
conduct all learning, 
assignments and 
assessment. 

Google Classroom

USED FOR:

Daily Assignment 
Submission, 
Assignment details, 
graded assignment 
updates, and 
Teacher/Students 
commentary.

RenWeb Account

USED FOR:

Website used to 
communicate semester 
Report Cards and 
weekly updated grade 
averages/GPA.

Our top priority at MCVA is to provide academic excellence through a Godly perspective. The success of our online 
offerings is based on providing quality online education with trained and enthusiastic teachers. Our belief is a 
motivated student can learn anytime, anywhere. 

The structure of the virtual learning is simple. The edvance360.com/mannahouse website delivers the teaching, 
Google classroom provides a location to submit assignments, and RenWeb communicates the overall grade averages. 
Because we encourage high school students to challenge themselves in their academics, we utilize Advanced 
Placement (AP) Courses through the PEAK website.



Textbooks and 

Supplies

If Textbooks are purchased, they will 

be selected according to courses by 

the MCVA administrator. 

Delivery of Textbooks will be mailed 

to international locations 

(international fees will apply).

Supplies are catered to each course. 

Parents/students can access supplies 

list once they are registered to their 

MCVA courses.
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ORIENTATION
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The mandatory orientation meeting is a guided start into the virtual 
learning. During the virtual meeting, students and parents will be 
able to meet an MCVA staff employee, learn more about the virtual 
platforms, explain communication with teachers and technology 
support, and ask any other onboarding questions prior to beginning 
the school year.

Orientation

Topics Specifics

Contacts Staff emails and responsibilities

School Dates Grading Periods

Courses
Course options and confirmation of course

selections

Technology Support How to access different virtual platforms

Parental Resources
How to access teacher editions and

additional student handouts

Tutor
How and when to connect with assigned

academic tutor



Tutoring Services
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Online tutoring from qualified tutors is perfect 
for helping students who may need additional 
support with the transition to their American 
elementary, middle and high school’s 
curriculum. 

When a student receives tutoring in a non-
English subject (i.e. chemistry, history, or 
mathematics), our tutors also work to enhance 
the student’s ability to express content ideas in 
English. 

Tutor services may be virtually provided to 
students in a group of the same class or one on 
one.

MCVA international students are required to 
obtain tutor services if they qualify under the 
following: new to learning English or academics 
drop below a 75% grade average per course. 

Upon MCVA enrollment, students will meet 
with the International Coordinator and the 
MCVA Administrator to determine Tutor 
services. 


